TBox MS: Market leading modular remote control and automation solution.
Welcome to the web generation of telemetry. TBox MS provides:

Real-time remote access and control of your site, using the latest web server technology.

Multi-communications capability to suit virtually any process.

Innovative push technology for instant notifications, allowing you to keep key people informed and reduce overheads.

Access to historical data and trending charts anytime, anywhere.
Servelec Technologies’ TBox MS features ‘plug and go’ technology, allowing you to distribute your full site configuration on an SD card or via USB connection, enabling your maintenance team to deploy it without switching on a computer. The TBox MS system includes:

- Onboard web server technology, eliminating the need for complex SCADA software and costly HMI displays.
- Real-time access to alarm management and event logs.
- Ability to connect multiple clients to the same TBox MS device, avoiding costly software licensing fees.
- Intelligent alarm management with instant multiple-recipient notifications, integrated escalation and scheduled team reporting.
- A built-in cyber-security suite with state-of-the-art authentication and encryption technology.
- A robust, all-alloy construction which withstands the harshest environments and provides noise immunity and a 40°C to +70°C operating temperature range.

Built within every TBox device is Servelec Technologies’ 30 years of experience in the telemetry industry. TBox products can provide everything you need to create high-performing yet economical SCADA and control applications for critical functions. The TBox range of scalable products also includes state-of-the-art, user-centric software packages and additional hardware to transform your measurement and control aspirations into time and cost saving solutions.

Intuitive configuration
- TWinSoft

Designed with a Windows-style menu, TWinSoft is an easy-to-use and intuitive tool to configure TBox hardware. The wizard, simple dialogue boxes and predefined variables allow users to rapidly complete their applications and dynamically control communication, alarms, data logging and logic, locally or remotely, in complete security. TWinSoft also includes WebForm Studio which allows users to create dynamic embedded web pages without any coding knowledge.

Control and monitor your network on the move
- TConnect

TConnect is a secure software package that simplifies remote access, configuration, monitoring and control of all TBox hardware. With TConnect you can access any TBox hardware connected to a GSM/cellular network without the need for a fixed and costly IP address or a dynamic DNS. TConnect takes care of registration automatically, removing the need to manage a VPN network.